2011 SLOT Enrollment Program

The SLOT Program entitles an agency to purchase class positions for their agency at a very affordable price. Each SLOT purchased allows an agency the opportunity to attend classes in the CORE/SLOT Law Enforcement Program. The class positions can be used by any of the employees of the agency during the course of the year.

This year’s SLOT Program will give your department many training options, with more than 50 classes to choose from. For the 2011 calendar year, one class position is equal to one class up to 6 hours in length. Two class positions will be used to attend an 8 hour class, and four class positions will be needed to attend a 16 hour class.

A FULL SLOT entitles your agency to 24 class positions. The cost of a FULL SLOT for the year 2011 is $500.00

You may also choose to purchase a HALF SLOT with 14 class positions. The cost of a HALF SLOT for 2011 is $350.00.

The MINI SLOT, designed for smaller departments and inactive officers or individuals, includes 7 class positions at a cost of $200.00.

A SLOT purchased for 2011 is good through December 31, 2011. All class positions must be used by that time.

Through the SLOT Program, it is the goal of South Central College to provide quality training at a reasonable cost. Agencies will have the flexibility to tailor their training program, and meet the continuing education needs and POST Board requirements for their employees.

This year the CORE/SLOT Program has included desired classes from the other various programs such as Professional Development Series, the First Response Tactics Series and the Custody Officer/911 Dispatcher/Records Specialist Series. This all makes the 2011 CORE/SLOT Program an even better value.

For more information on the SLOT Program, and what courses are available, visit our Website at:

http://cbi.southcentral.edu/law

Or contact us at:

Al Kluever
Law Enforcement Program Manager
507-389-7412
al.kluever@southcentral.edu

Nancy Sack
Program Assistant
507-389-7217
nancy.sack@southcentral.edu